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INTRODUCTION
Climate change is affecting food security globally including rice
sector.
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Rice blast, a disease severely impacting rice yield.
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Mahsuri Mutant, resistance to blast is produced from mutation of
Mahsuri in 1979 (Mohamad et al., 2006).
The gene governing the blast in Mahsuri Mutant is not yet
identified.
Tetep is variety from Vietnam with blast resistance gene and often
used in blast studies (Joshi et al., 2019)
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Study on blast gene may help in providing better solution to blast
disease.

OBJECTIVE
To identify the polymorphic markers that linked to blast
resistance gene between Mahsuri Mutant and Tetep
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
■ There are 9 polymorphic primers (15.5%)
■ 3 out of 9 polymorphic primers are categorized as linked to blast resistance gene; RM224, RM7102 and RM136 (Miah et al., 2013)
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■ Tetep is well known to be having blast resistance gene and most of established gene are from the variety itself.
■ The differences in size product between Tetep and Mahsuri Mutant showed that the gene presence in Tetep is not available in Mahsuri
Mutant.

CONCLUSION
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